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BUTLER'S. DRUG STORE
1

1

for Men
and Boys

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Stationery—Candies
Special attention given to

138 North Main Street

Developing and Printing Films

Bowling Green, Ohio
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Personal Appearance
An Asset

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR

Good Things
To Eat
AND DEMAND THE

Best of Service
YOU WILL FIND IT AT

i
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1

BOWERS
Garment Cleanin
North Main Street

N. E. LOOSE'S
132 NORTH MAIN STREET
Phones 38 and 442-L
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GREEN
ALCOLLEG

G GREEI

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE
1920™ 1921

The State Normal College is a professional school of collegiate rank, covering the
fields of a Junior and Senior College. It is a member of of the North
Central Association of Colleges and the Ohio College Association
JUNIOR COLLEGE COURSES leading to a Diploma and State Certificate to teach in Elementary Schools:
AGRICULTURE
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
MUSIC
SENIOR COLLEGE COURSES leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Education and State
Certificate1 to teach in High Schools:

=

I
=

ONE YEAR PROFESSIONAL COURSE FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES
FOUR YEAR DEGREE COURSE
Students who expect to finish their training in colleges of arts and science may profitably complete the first two years of their course in the Normal College. Graduates of two-year diploma courses
from standard institututions may complete a degree course in two additional years with some summer
school attendance.
::::::::::::
A REAL COLLEGE
The same entrance credit and standards of work are required as in the older colleges. All the usual student
activities such as athletics, woman's league, debating, etc. receive special attention. Inter-collegiate literary contests and athletic sports are prominently featured. A high class entertainment course is provided, and the social needs of students are carefully looked after. The physical and moral welfare of students is properly safeguarded, and the regulations of the institution are stimulating and wholesome. No tution is charged and living
expenses are very reasonable.
Fall Semester begin* September 27, 1920
For further information, address
H. B. WILLIAMS, President.
-—
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CHILDREN'S CHORUS 1920

|

COLLEGE COMMUNITY CHORUS 1920
jg
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THE MAY FESTIVAL
Six years ago the first CollegeCommunity May Festival Chorus was
organized.
Students interested in
music and various choirs and singers
of Bowling Green and Wood county,
under the leadership of Prof. Hesser
joined in forming a nucleus for the
great musical event of Northwestern
Ohio, which has now become an annual function. Since its organization
the chorus has grown in efficiency and
members, singing each year a greater
choral work with a larger group. At
the present time the active membership numbers about two hundred
voices. It is the aim of the organization each year to study one or two
of the great choral works of the
masters, thus bringing together a
wonderful singing body, with artists
of national reputation assisting. The
Festival covers a period of three
days with a different performance
given by a different organization each
time. The concerts are designated
as "Choral Night" when the Festival
Chorus gives the program, with assisting artists; "Children's Night"
when the children's chorus from the
public schools gives the program
with assisting artists; "Symphony
Night" when one of the great symphony orchestras of America gives
t' e program. The past three years
t e S' mphony orchestra has given a
matinee for the school children of
this city and Wood county thus furnishing them an opportunity of hearing one of the great orchestras in
the rendition of Symphonic music.
Among the choral works that the
Festival chorus have given are Handel's "Messiah," Mendelssohn's "Elijah," Haydn's "Creation," ColeridgeTaylor's "Hiawatha's Wedding Feast"
Rossini's "Stabat Mater," Grieg's
"Olaf Trygrason," Gaul's "The Holy
City," Joan of Arc," selections from
Verdi's "Aida" Among the organizations and artists who have assisted at
the festivals are, the New York Symphony orchestra, Walter Damrosch,
conductor; the Minneapolis Symphony
orchestra, Emil Oberhoffer, conductor; the Russian Symphony orchestra, Modest Altschuler, conductor;
Sopranos, Mmes Nina Morgana, Sibyl
Sammis MacDermid,
Betsy Lane
Shepherd, Agnes Kimball- Affleck,
Emma Noe, Lucy Gates, Tsianina;
Contraltos, Merle Alcock, Christine,
Schutz, Harriet McConnell, Nevada
Van der Veer, Ada Allen, Mrs. F. C.
Moores, Mrs. C. K. Chapman; Tenors,
Reed Miller, Albert Lindquist, Allen
McGuhae, Clarence Ball; Baritones,
Gustaf Holmquist, Charles Tittman,
Finey Campbell, Roscoe Mulholland,
Fred Newell Morris; Pianists, Leon
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Sampaix, Ralph Leopold, Charles tainment.
Wakefield Cadman, one of America's
April 26. The Devereux Players in
leading composers.
Accompanists "Romancers" by Rostand. The DeRuth McConn-Spencer, Mary Bever- vereux Players have appeared at the
stock, Pearl Heiser, Ethel J. Light, Normal College before, but their proMartha Cruickshank, Mary Wiling duction of "The Romancers" was
Megley; Violiist, Czarwonky Sol probably the best thing they have
Marcosson.
done here. Mr. Devereux himself
-N.and Miss Graf are both artists and
THE ENTERTAINMENT COURSE the supporting company is entirely
The annual Entertainment Course adequate.
May 24. Joint recital by Miss
has been for several years one of the
Myrna
Sharlow, Prima Dona Soprano
rr.os!; enjoyable features of the college
Chicago
Opera Association, and Vera
year. The course for 1919-1920 conPoppe,
Cellist.
Miss Sharlow has essisted of seven numbers and was
tablished
herself
as one of the favorprobably the most successful yet givite
lyric
sopranos
of the Chicago
en.
October 27. Joint recital by Fran- Opera, and has also won success in
ces Ingram, Prima Donna Contralto, the concert field. Vera Poppe is one
Metropolitan Grand Opera Co., New of the brilliant cellists of the day and
York, and Ernest Davis, Tenor, Bos- also a composer, her original writton Grand Opera Company. Miss ings adding much to the success of
Ingram fully lived up to her reputa- her programs The concert given by
tion as the greatest American con- these two artists made a fitting close
tralto and won the large audience for n most successful season.
N
with her first number. Mr. Davis has
SOCIAL CALENDAR 1919-20
a fine dramatic voice and added much
to the pleasure of the evening.
September 18 Faculty Reception.
December 12. Lecture by Sir John
The social season was opened most
Fraser. Sir John is editor of the delightfully with a reception given
London Chronicle, a writer and trav- by the Faculty. Dancing and refresheler of distinction, and a recognized ments were enjoyed in the Gym. It
authority in Europe on international was a very pleasant way for all to
affairs. He brought to his audience become acquainted.
in a brilliant and forceful way the September 26. Marshmallow Toast.
European and particularly the British
How well do all remember the jolly
point of view in the present world mars', mallow toast held on the college
crisis.
campus the second week of school.
January 7. Concert by the Great Everyone was in such good spirits
-=
Lakes String Quartet. This quartet and what fun it was eating the fresh
was organized at the Great Lake roasted marshmallows with our newly
Training Station, where all of the formed acquaintances!
members belonged to the same com- October 23. Monogram Society Enterpany and regiment. The quartet actained.
companied and entertainedt President
The members of the monogram socWilson on board the U. S. S. George iety were delightfully entertained at^^v,
Washington. The concert given by the home of Prof. F. BeyerinaTf.
■this organization proved to be one of Games and dancing were enjoyed
the most enjoyable numbers of the during the evening
i»f^'r *
course both to those who are students ^.GitOber .$$. Hallo«&g«n Party.■- v
of chamber music and to those who. 7$jj&tt'.£ HaU<W»£eil: Masked Party
given by the rWshman class was one
"just like music."
January 22. Lecture by Dr. Pres- of the gayest events of the entire
ton Bradley, founder and pastor of year. The decorations and refreshthe People's Church, Chicago. Dr. ments were in keeping with the ocBradley is the most eloquent orator casion and dancing was enjoyed by
who has spoken at the Normal Col- witches, ghosts, gold dust twins, college recently and his lecture on "The onial ladies, gypsy queens, Indian
United States of Tomorrow" was princes, Japanese maidens and fairies.
both entertaining and thought pro- November 6. The Pie Party.
"How much am I offered? $1.00,
voking.
March 9. Readings by Katherine $1.25, "Will anyone raise it? $1.35,
Ridgeway. Miss Ridgeway is today $1.40, Going, Going, GONE." Sold
acknowledged to be the best known to highest bidder, and then the susreader in her particular line in the pense, whose card would it contain?
United States. Her entire program
And we had lots of fun too, that
was well received but her reading night visiting the "House of Horrors"
selection from Booth Tarkington's and Fortune Tellers and there were
"Penrod" was probably the most en- packages at the Parcel Post for all of
joyable part of the evening's enter- us. And, do you remember how
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DEGREE CLASS 1920
DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION
Herr, Ross—Mathematics and Supervision. A. Cl, F. K.
Mercer, Jessie—History and English A, Bl, F, G, H, L, P3.
Offerman, Elizabeth—Supervision
B.
Offerman, Katherine—Supervision
Stough, Claitus—Agriculture and
Science A2, B3, D, Fl, Jl, O. Q.
Stough, Lester—Agriculture and
Science A, C. D. Fl, Kl, O. P2, Q. R.
Treece, Clive—Supervision and His.
tory A. Cl. Dl. E. F. J. N. O. Q. R.
Treece, Dale—Mathematics and
Science Al, B2, D, F, 01, PI, Q. R.
Tressel, Lilian—French and English A3, B, G.
The following key will help you to
determine in what activities the graduates are engaged this year.
A—Book and Motor.
B—Emerson Literary Society.
C—Wisonian Literary Society.
D—Basket Ball Team.
E—Base Ball Team.
F—Country Life Club.
G—Treble Clef Club.
H—Treble Clef Sextet.
I—Treble Clef Trio.

J—Homeric Society.
K—Oratorical and Debating Club.
L—Executive Board of Women's
League.
M—House Chairman.
N—Bee Gee News Staff.
0—Foot Ball Team.
P—Class Officer.
Q—Monogram Society.
R—Athletic Board.
1—Captain or President.
2—Vice President.
3—Secretary.
4—Treasurer.
N
SENIOR PROGRAM FOR COMMENCEMENT WEEK
Friday, June 4th
Picnic at Vollmar's
Saturday, June 5th
Theatre Party, Toledo
Sunday, June 6th
Baccalaureate Sermon
Monday, June 7th
Breakfast by Class
Banquet, 6:00 P. M.
Dance , 8:30 P. M.
Tuasday, June 8th 3:00 to 5:00 P. M.
President's Reception
Wednesday June 9th 10:00 A. M.
Graduating Exercises
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WHO'S WHO AT B. G. N. C.
Verses by C. Treece
First, Lester Slough, old Lestercuss,
They say you have the best of us—
That is, you lead the rest of us—
You surely are a jolly cuss.
You've made things go that wouldn't
60,
You've been three presidents in a row,
Of Country Life, Debate, and Lit,
By heck, old "Less" you've made a hit.
Of College sports you've been a
booster,
You hit the line like a shanghi rooster
You fussed the girls, that is you
"uster."
But now you're captured down West
Wooster.
Claitus Stough
Your alabaster shoulders, shins and
light complexioned knees,
From basket ball are filled with many
rents;
You're a shark at all athletics and
you eat books like green peas,
And you've been about a dozen presidents.
You've rushed the pigskin down the
field,
The tennis racket oft did wield,
(Continued on page 7)
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TWO-YEAR DIPLOMA CLASS 1920
DIPLOMA ELEMETARY EDUCATION
Atkins, Gladys
B.
Atkinson, Ada
B, F, J, G.
Baxter, Pauline
B, F, G.
Beverstock Helen.
Busch, Susan
B, F, G.
Baker, Gladys G
Blakeley, Nora
Coe, Orpha
B, F.
Creighton, Pearl
Doane, Maude
Doane, Ruth
A, B, F, G, H.
Eberth, Aileen
B, F.
Flory, Marion
F, G.
Fredrick, Glenna
B, F.
Fuchs, Hilda. .'.'
A. B, F, G, N.
Franklin, Florence A,C,F,G1,H.I,K.
Gam, Ha
C, F.
Gregg, Helen
Hammond, Emily
A. B. F, J, L.
Harden, Cleo
B, F, G.
Hayes, Nora
C, F.
Houtz, Helen
B, F3, L.
Herringshaw, Olga
Jenkins, Helen
C, F.
Johnston, Jessie
B, F.
Leppleman, Catherine
B, F.
Lattin, Alma
Mathias, Beatrice
B, F, K, PI.
Metlehner, Edith
Metlehner, Emma
Neeb, Leona
C, F, J.
Ordway, Emily
Parrott, Hazel
Petersen, Edna
B, F, J, M2.
Phoenix, Gertrude
C, D, F, G, L.

>

Raymond, Bernice. . .C, F, G, L, P3.
Rozelle, Anna
C, F, L.
C F
PP' Ahce
' Schacht, Estelle
B, F, G.
Scott, Myrle
B, F, J.
Steen, Mae
B, F, J, L.
Smith, Agnes
Smith, Chloris
Wagner, Mary
F.
Walsh, Mary
C3, F, J.
DIPLOMA HOME ECONOMICS
Agner, Frieda
C, F.
Garn Ila
C F

But

Ru

DIPLOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Franklin Florence. . . A. C. F. Gl,
' '
DIPLOMA INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Troyer Herbert
O.
PROGRAM
Star Spangled Banner
Auilience
Trees (Poem by Joyce Kilmer) .Hahn
Mr. Hess3r and Treble Clef Sextet
Invocation. . . .Dr. E. H. Chernngton
' ■ • '' * ?C^.Uber!
Mr. Hesser and Treble Clef Sextet
Address. . . .John Edward Mc G.lvrey
A. B. Pd. D., Pres. Kent State
Normal College
Treble Clef Sextet
Springtime
\ Ricci
Presentation of Diplomas
Conferring of Degrees
Benediction
X
WHO'S WHO
(Continued from page 6)
And made the base ball look quite

To

Music
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sealed.

You,ye
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Coo'd—
They gay her name ig Migg GertrudeDale Treece
Now

Treece

old

b

°y

some

cal1

y°u

trees

-

We re

lad
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*

to

Put y°ur

name

w,th

these
®* offices you've had your share,

% t&C^ \°y y™ WCre ? ^ A
"**.• Captain Treece who stopped
the coon,
When Ypsilanti aced her doom.
The

Book and Motor looks to you

To pilot it thru troubie8

too.
Is there a girl—well I won't tell.
But can't you guess it—Miss H. L.
Elbert Williams
NQW

meet Qur goo{, friend

.<Tubby»

Rogy cheeked and fflt and chubby>

Son of Prexy, never snubby,
happy_that.s our "Tubby."
He,g everybody>s friend it seem8,
A,wayg

RaUlery from hjg blue eyeg gleams>
He gf)eg to church at the M

E

But worshipSj s0 they say> n
Ral h

P

D.

Scl>a»er
P old b°y you'n be ^uite
shocked
To find your name with these,
For
y°u're so sny and modest, Ralph,
You never blow nor breeze
(Continued on page 10)
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DEBATING TEAMS
ORATORICAL AND DEBATING
SOCIETY
The Oratorical and Debating Society was organized last Fall for the
purpose of giving those especially interested in public speaking an opportunity to specialize in this department of school activity. This Society staged a declamatory contest
on February 24th, 1920, in which
Dallas Lawrence won the first prize
of $10; Howard Hamm the second
prize of $5; and Robert Vail honorable mention. This society also took
care of the arrangements for the debate with Hillsdalc, which was held
by the College, debating at B. G. N. C.
March 12, 1920, will always be a
memorable day for B. G. N. C. for
on the evening of that day the College
won its first debate over Hillsdale
College, of Hillsdale, Michigan.
To fully appreciate the extent of
this victory, one must remember that
Hillsdale is one of the high grade
literary colleges, not only of the State
but of the nation. It stands in the
"A" class. Its credits are accepted
in full at the University of Michigan
as well as other large universities.
Then, Hillsdale has been debating

for a number of years, its strongest
team being turned out in 1916.
With a sweeping victory to its
credit for the first year in debating,
B. G. N. C. faces a hopeful future
in this great branch of college activities. Another year should bring out
large numbers of both men and women. Work will be begun next Fall
as soon as school opens. Plans are
already being laid by the Oratorical
and Debating club, which if fully
carried out, will insure to a large
number of students the opportunity
to debate, and to aid the College in
living up to the reputation it has
established this year.
Officers of the Society are: Pres.
Charles Clucas; First Vice-Pres.,
Martha Cruickshank; Second VicePres. Howard Hamm; SecretaryTreasurer, Florence Franklin; Program Committee, Nellie Herbert, Ross
Herr; Manager, Kenton Moore;
Faculty Adviser, Prof. Carmichael.
N
PUBLIC SPEAKING IN THE ENGGLISH DEPARTMENT
In the Fall of 1919, the first course
in Public Speaking was organized at
B. G. N. C. This class was compos-

ed of six members. The work given
was that of interpretative reading,
preparation of arguments and speech
making. Several of the students
took part in chapel exercises with interpretative selections. Two of these
students, Dalas Lawrence, and Howard Hamm, won first and second prizes respectively, in the College Declamatory contest held later in the
year.
With the opening of the second semester, eight students enrolled for a
course in debating and speech making.
All of the men who later appeared on
the inter-collegiate debating teams,
with the exception of Mr. Myers, who
substituted for Mr. Lake, were members of this class.
When the Spring term opened,
two enrolled for Eng. 21-A, a course
in exposition, argumentation and
speech-making. This course will be
repeated during the summer session.
It is the aim of those in charge of
ths work in the English department
to put B. G. N. C. on the map in debating, oratory, and dramatics. To
do this, there must be the heartiest
cooperation of both students and
faculty. B. G. N. C. puposes to be
second to none in this respect.

16
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WHY TEACH SCHOOL
A Series of Four Article*
By C. J. Biery
2.

In a previous article I spoke of the
financial compensation of the teacher
and concluded that "financially the
teaching profession is looking up."
While no one need be deterred by
financial considerations from entering the teaching profession there are
many and better reasons why teachin? is a desirable vocation.
Let us look at some of the compensations other than financial which
come to the real teacher.
There is no other field where the
opportunities for self improvement
and culture are so good as in this occupation. The five hour day, five day
week and nine month year afford
regular periods of leisure for study,
travel and recreation and the incentives to use this time to good advantage are unusually strong and persistent. The daily preparation which the
teacher makes for his recitations and
the places of interest which he visits
for the sake of increasing his first
hand knowledge of history, literture,
art, science and nature yield him a
personal benefit and satisfaction
which he could get in no other way.
Boards of education are beginning to
recognize travel as a valuable supplement to training and experience and
are allowing for it in their salary
schedule, thus in a measure paying
the teacher's traveling expenses.
Then there is the self imrovement
and growth which comes from the
process of teaching. Self reliance,
poise, the habit of thoroughly mastering a subject, skill in managing others,
leadership, heart power, all are byproducts belonging to the real teacher whose heart is in his work. The
fact that so many eminent men in
the professions of law, medicine and
theology prepared for these careers
while teaching is evidence that the
leisure time affords opportunities for
those who have a desire for improvement.
Another recompense of which we
should not loose right is the position
which a live teacher occupies in his
community.. He comes into intimate
personal relationship with every family which has children in school and
with the public spirited and progressive people whether or not they have
children. The qualified teacher is
welcome in the social circles as well
as in the civic and religious organizations of his community. A teacher
speaking from his own experience
says that when he taught his first
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school in the country he had the time
of his life. He was taken into the
social whirl and everybody seemed to
want to entertain him. In fact he
was in danger of having too much
"entertainment." A young man or
woman of culture, character and
ability, soon becomes the recognized
leader of the community. Parents
consult him about their children, business men are glad to have him in
their organizations and religious and
social workers seek his cooperation.
The names of teachers, principals and
superintendents found in the lists of
officers of community organizations
are evidence of the leadership and distinction which this class enjoys.
One of the great compensations of
teaching is the bond of friendship and
affection that is wrought by the relationship of teacher and pupil. A
source of life long pleasure to those
who delight in the higher values of
life. Recently I was present at the
session of a fraternal organization
with a man who for years has been a
high school principle in that city.
During an intermission of the program a number of the finest young
men of the city cowded around my
friend. There were among them
lawyers, a physician, and prosperous
business men. A prominent professional mar at my side called my attention to the group and said, "I
have a host of young people in this
city who think just as much of him
as those fellows;" and he added with
the ring of sincerity in his voice. "If
I could command as large a measure
of confidence and affection, I would
think myself wealthy indeed."
In enumerating the compensations
of teaching we must not omit from
the list the joy that comes to the
teacher because he loves his work.
The satisfaction that comes to him
as he successfully manages his school,
the pleasure he takes in getting the
respect and good will of his pupils,
the keen delight of associating with
the joyous young life of the school
community and the pride of achievement are all real joys that brighten
the life of the successful teacher.
The regular periods of leisure affording the teacher opporunities for
pleasure recreation and improvement
by study, travel and play; the mental growth and self improvement that
flow out of the daily preparation and
work; the high standing in the community which is his to maintain and
enjoy; the affection and respect of his
pupils enduring long after school
days have closed; the satisfaction
that comes to him from personal
achievement in school management
and instruction and the keen delight
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"THE NEED OF LIVING A CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE WORLD
AS STRESSER IN THE
DESMOINES STUDENT
VOLUNTEER CONVENTION
Before we can speak of the need
of living a Christian life in the
world we must try to catch a vision
of the world in which we are living,
of which we are a part. Probably
first and uppermost of all the world
needs emphasized at the convention
was that of a united world, and the
various speakers discussed the many
phases of this need. In his opening
address, Dr. John R. Mott said, "We
are living in an exhausted and over
wrought world; a world which is torn
and embittered by war; in which
every nation which was at war and
many neutral countries have experienced distinct division and separation
of classes so that there is not only
enmity and strife between nations
but within nations as well. Our
world is still sorrowing and suffering;
it is confused and bewildered It is
humbled and blinded, yet hopeful in
seeking the way out. The one ray
of hope comes in the fact that the
world is more plastic than it has ever
been known to be before and this
fact brings before us the question—in
what molds is this plastic world to
set?
There are a few of the world conditions which bring a new challenge,
a fresh commission, to the Christians
in the world.
Bishop MacDowell
said, "With the nations of the world
so badly torn it is difficult to unite
—either because we do not have the
right basis or because we have not
accepted the right basis. Peace has
either been forced by arms or for
selfish purposes. The nations cannot
get together around cannon, around
commerce, or around forms of government. There is but one way and
that is to gather about Jesus of
Nazareth whose authority is not commanding but persuasive—Jesus, who
(Continued on page 11)
N

1

So here's to you ladies of Williams
Hall,
The fairest and sweetest girs of all.
May you always be true to yourselves
and your friends,
And may the gods intercede to further your ends.
N

of working with the young people
and watching their native abilities
develop under his guiding hand are
some of the compensations that make
teaching a worth while occupation.
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BOOK AND MOTOR
The Book and Motor Society is
composed of the honor students of
B. G. N. C. In 1914, just before the
first class graduated, Mr. Winslow,
at that time Head of the Industrial
Arts Department, proposed that an
organization be formed of the ablest
students. Certain members of the
faculty who were interested in the
effort joined and arranged a system
by which a small number of the instructors might always be numbered
among the members of Book and
Motor.
The emblem of the Society is itself
an explanation of its purpose. The
book represents academic ability; the
motor, active participation in general activities. Only those students are
eligible whose records through a
year of residence work prove them
possessed of mental acumen and perseverance. From this group the
members of the Society elect those
who have shown the most initiative
and social power.
It is hoped that the group of young
people may prove themselves as valuable to the communities to which
they go as they have been in their
school days to their Alma Mater.
N
Do you know?
Where can one buy a key for a
lock of hair?
Can your eyes be be called an
academy?
Because there are pupils there?

PROF. E. G. HESSER ACCEPTS
N. Y. POSITION

WHO'S WHO
(Continued from page 7)

Professor E. G. Hesser head of the
music department of the Bowling
Green State Normal College, has accepted the position of supervisor of
music in the public schools of Albany, New York.
Mr. Hesser has been with us ever
since the college was opened in
September, 1914.
He is one of
those professors who makes students
feel they want to come back to BowlGreen and when they return he greets
them with a cordial welcome. He is
also a man who has made many friends
in the community by his genial manner and pleasing personality.
The annual May Festival, as it has
been developed under the direction
of Mr. Hesser, is among the greatest
of his services to Bowling Green, and,
there has probably been no other enterprise which has done more to
unite the community and college in
common interests than the collegecommunity chorus which furnishes
one of the concerts during the Festival each year.
Before coming to Bowling Green,
Mr. Hesser had been supervisor of
music in the schools of some of the
prominent cities of the middle West
and far West. Now he is returning
to this field of work which he has
found most pleasant and the faculty,
students, and community join in wishiing him the best of success and happiness in his new work.

But even tho you're modest
You surely can debate;
And to put your name along with
these
I'd never hesitate.
Charles Clucas
Now "Cluk" old boy, "let her do that"
You've shown you're powers on the
mat.
You hit 'em hard and laid 'em low,
With hammer lock and gotch's toe.
At foot ball, too, you showed your
skill,
You tore 'em up and let 'em spill.
You're Captain now for 1920,
And what you'll do will be a plenty.
But "Cluk" old boy don't slight the
girls,
Grab on to one with silken curls,
You can't afford to go thru life
Without a pretty little wife.
Lester Faurot
'Twill lead no doubt to happy days.
Oh it's the leas for Lester
In the sunny days of spring,
With a feeling that he's fussing
And a girl beneath each wing.
But do the girlies fall for him?
Well I should say they do,
They can't resist that sparkle
In those eyes of baby blue.
He sure is some musician,
He can make a banjo talk,
And can make a ukele'.e
Shake its shimmying on the walk.
Ross Herr
Although you're name is "Rosy" Herr
(Contiuned on page 15)
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THE SOCIAL CALENDAR
(Continued from page 5)
Irene's cabbage chickens ran away
from her and what a fierce looking
"Bluebeard Room" Be*ty had charge
of?
Dancing was enjoyed and dainty
refreshments were served. The proceed?, of the party went to the fund,
which was raised by the Women's
League to send delegates to the Des
Mo-nes convention.
November 21. The Penny Social.
Under me auspices of the Women's
League a pe?;ny social was given in
the gymnasium to raise funds for
the same purpose. It proved to be
a very gay affair with various side
shows and band concerts, given at intervals throughout the evening. Much
credit for the latter was due to the excellent directorship of Prof. Ruth
Kanney.
In plate of the circus ring, a portion of the floor was roped off for
dancing. Jcc cream cones, all day
suckers and other good things to eat
were sold at rtands.
November 25. Foot Ball Boys were
honor guests.
The members of the foot ball team
were royally entertained by the
Sophomore class at a spread in the
gymnasium.
Speeches were given
by Prof. P. G. Beyerman, Mr. Ray
Ladd, and several members of the
team. Dancing was the main diversion of the evening.
December 23. Book and Motor Banquet.
"she annu.nl Book and Motor banquet was neld in the dormitory. Dr.
H. B. Williams gave the welcoming
address and Miss Ruth Doane responded to it. Toasts were later
given by Professors G. W. Beattie
and J. R. Overman.
Following the dinner the guests adjourned to the parlors where a short
program took place. Miss Florence
Franklin and Prof. E. G. Hesser sang
several vocal selections. A short
play by Moliere entitled, "The Doctor
in Spite of Himself" was presented
by the Misses Lillian Tressel, Jessie
Mercer, Ruth Raymond and the Me3S s
Dale and Clive Treece, Lester and
Claitus Stough, Mr. Beattie and Mr.
Overman
December 18, The Christmas Party.
The annual Christmas party, long
looked forward to, and never to be
forgotten was held the night before
the students departed for their various homes for the holidays.
A delightful entertainment in the
auditorium consisting of musical
numbers, and slides portraying the
Christmas season were greatly enjoyed. Later the guests descended to
(Continued on page 12)

... ... t . . • • •• •
THE NEED OF LIVING
(Continued from page 9)
would be greatest must become servant of all.
But the question arises, "What kind
of a world ought the world of God
to be?" and Robert E. Speer answered that question in this way. "The
world of God ought to be the kind of
a world in which the principles of
cooperation take the place of all principles of envy rnd strife an 1 bitter
rivalry. It ought to be a world where
the bonds of union bind across all
fissures and gulfs within and among
the nations of men.
"It ought to be the kind of a world
where the value of persons is supreme
and all things take on a new value.
It ought to be a world in which, instead of principles contending against
principles, the individual against society, the nation against humanity, all
these are gathered up into one great
correlation and we realize that the
whole life of man is the life and interest of Christ.
The problem that confronts us as
Christians for solution and forces us
to examine our own lives is "What are
we doing with our lives?" Are we
hoarding our ability and education
as a miser hoardes his money? Or,
are v/e wasting our lives foolishly as
the spendthrift wastes his means?
Let us think of our lives a3 trusteeships given by God i..nd then ask ourselves if we are faithfully doing our
duty. It is not enough to be talented—we must use our talents in service. But how broad and vague the
word service may seem! We naturally wonder in what field or sphere
we are expected to serve.
The first and nearest field for service is the home and it is the duty of
every Christian to say "I am my
brother's keeper." As Mrs. Sherwood
Eddv said, "The Christian homes of
America are making the greatest impression on our foreien neighbor"..
Preaching is not what is wanted in
the homes but real Christian life and
action are necessary for we are being
watc' ed continually." Her plea was
for the opening of our hearts and
homes to these foreigners within our
gates.
We cannot and must not be selfish
in the Christian life. The idea that
we sometimes seem to have that
Christianity is for the few to know
and live, and preach is narrow and
false. Christianity is and should be
a democratic religion—Democratic
in the sense that it means not "I am
as good as you are" but "You are as
good as I am."
But even this field of service in

..•., : ••: •••:•..
the Homes* is- .tb6* sarebw.' 1 *We>' who
are at home must work—that our
Kiissonaries who are in the foreign
fields may point to a Christian America from whence they came. America has always been a land of immigrants and owes what she is to our
immigrant ancestors. However, there
are many in our great country today who need to be taught lessons of
Americanization. We owe them more
than our language, dressing them in
our clothes and vetting them to live
in our way. They need to make
those Christian principles which are
the foundation of our national life
a part of their own lives. The best
way we have of teaching these lessons is living the Christian life our
selves.
But this sphere of service is still
too limited, for Christ's command was
"Go ye into all the world and preach
the gospel unto every nation." And,
with constant growth in the Christian life and service there should be
many more wlio would hear aril heed
this world call to service. We must
not Beetle down in our one tftlie- circle and cease tu grow but our sphere
of service must be contstaot'y enlarging.
'
Dr. Truat from Texas said that the
big problem before us as youi? people and students today is "ntti making a living but making a life.' There
£re some things, some ideals in this
life which are worth dying for—surely they are worth living for. The
motive of our life is absolutely vital.
Shall our motives be selfishness or
egotism which leads individuals as well
as nations to certain doom? The altruisic motive would be better, but it
is not adequate. "The one true
motive of the Christian life is service
in our own generation by the will of
God."
Again, in the words of Dr. Sherwood Eddy we are confronted with
the question, "What is this rag time,
jazss generation going to do? Will
you s*ct off the side-lines of criticism
and get into the game? If you're in
the pame you won't have time to
criticize. If you should ever have
eause to wonder whether -:r not
Christianity has failed remember this
—the trouble is'nt with God, the loving Father or with the living Christ,
it is rather with you because you do
not know Him and refuse to be used
by Him.
The call to duty is a personal call.
Let us then draw closer to our Master and yield our lives to Him.
N
"The best rose-bush, after all, is
not that which has the fewest thorns,
but that which bears the finest roses."

X
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WILSON I AN! RAH.
WILSON I AN! RAH!
RAH! RAH! WILSON I AN!
The Wilsonian
Literary
Society
of B. G. S. N. C. was founded in 1914
and has grown up with the College
It was founded for the purpose of giving its members an opportunity of
growing in the power of expression,
an art which is so essential, and for
which the class room has made but
little provision. The meetings take
place bi-monthly, at which time interesting programs are given by members of the Society. In so far as it
is possible, the members are given a
choice as to the kind of work they
wish to take up. Those who prefer
music are allowed to give musical
selections. Those who are interested
in debating are given an opportunity
for development along this line Those
who prefer dramatics are given a
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chance to take part in the many plays
which are given during the school
year; and those who prefer reading
or oratory are given an opportunity
for development along this special
line. No person is asked to do things
for which he is unfitted or for which
he has no liking. The Society is not
run solely for the benefit of the Society, but for the benefit of the individual members.
Contests are held each year between this Society and the Emerson
Society, which keep up a keen, but
good natured rivalry between the
two. This year, the contests consisted of a debate which was easily
won by the Wilsonians, and a series
of games of basketball between the
girls basketball teams representing
the two Societies. For the first time
in four years, the Emerson girls won
the series. No—we have no alabi.

I

But wait until next year; revenge
will be sweet.
N
SOCIAL CALENDAR 1919-20
the gymnasium singing Christmas
carols, directed by Prof. E. G. Hesser.
A huge tree stood in the middle of the
floor and the guests circled around
this; Santa Claus was there, too, and
no one was forgotten when his generous pack was opened.
Dainty refreshments were served
and a short program of dances completed the evening.
January 2A. The Hard Time Party.
Old fashioned games, contests and
f (Ik dances were participated in and
a fine time enjoyed by all. The guests
presented a queer sight dancing
about in overalls, bungalow aprons,
and old gowns and suits long since
discarded.
March 5. The Sophomore Prom.
Another annual affair in the school
calendar was the Sophomore party.
The gymnasium presented a gay scene
decorated with a lattice work of grey
and blue crepe paper, the class colors.
The grand march was lead by Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Kimmel and a six
(Continued on page 13)
N
WILSONIAN BASKET BALL TEAM
Left to right, first row: Esther
Russell, Ila Roller.
Second row:
Wilma Wagner, Hazel
Kingsley,
Stella Baker, Ada Mitchell, Gertrude
Phoenix.
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The Emerson Literary Society was
founded in 1914 for the purpose of
increasing its members' literary appreciation, expression and culture.
The semi-monthly meetings of the
Society have given ample opportunity for the cultivation of literary appreciation and expression. The cultural side of life has not been neglected for Mr. Emerson says of the
perfected man:
"He must be musical,
Tremulous, imnressional,
Alive to gentle influence
Of landscape and of sky,
And tender to the spirit touch
Of man's or marden's eye:
But, to his native centre fast,
Shall into Future fuse the Past,
And the world's flowing fates in his
own mould recast.
The Society this year boasts a larger membership than in any previous
year, it has the honor of winning the
inter-society girls basket ball game,
of outwitting its sister society in selling tickets for the college debate,
and in raising funds for financing
the college delegates to the DesMoines Convention.
N
EMERSON BASKET BALL TEAM
Left to right: Ethel Harden, Leona
Dickman, Esther Ayres, Arline Poe,
Wilmuth Razer, Bernice Purdy, Margaret Holloway.

Our Motto—
"We Pass For What We Are."
N
SOCIAL CALENDAR 1919-20
piece orchestra furnished music for
t'.e dancing.
Dainty refreshments were served.
March 20, Miss Nie'.son Entertains.
The party given by Miss Nielson
for the members of the Foreign Language classes of the high school and
College was indeed unique. The early
part of the evening was spent in the
Auditorium, where two short plays
were presented, Miss Ethel Light sang
"The Marseillaise*' and Marie Lerche
of Toledo gave a Spanish dance, the
Vestal Virgin's dance was given by
some of the College girls.
Later dancing was enjoyed in the
gymnasium, which was beautifully
decorated with the Spanish colors

and flags of the allies. French cakes
and Spanish punch were served later
in the evening.
April 16. The Co-Ed Prom.
Words fail to describe the good
time enjoyed by all permitted to
participate in this affair. A special
program of dances was the diversion
of the evening.
April 24. The Men's Hop
Surpassing all preceding affairs in
the social life of Bowling Green
Normal College, the first annual Men's
Hop stands out as one of the prettiest
parties ever witnessed by those who
atended the affair.
The gymnasium was handsomely
decorated for the occasion with crepe
paper streamers of gay colors. Surpentine confetti was used in the
evening and all the guests were pre(Continued on page 16)
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TO THE CLASS OF
vr 1920
i57*«
„. ,
We know the best wishes of the
Faculty and your fellow students is
with you You have contributed generously of your time and talents to
promote college spirit and college organizations with admirable results.
The Bowling Green State Normal
College has been honored by your presence, she in return has given you an
opportunity to develop.
Just ahead lies your chance to
render a valuable service to society,
make a name for yourself and refleet honor upon your Alma Mater.
By continuing your hard work at honest dealing and upright living you are
sure to achieve the success you so
richly deserve.
N

"How are the former soldiers doing
at college?" is a question asked and
answered in a recent publication of
the United States Bureau of Education, Department of the Interior.
Summarizing returns to an inquiry
made by one of the church boards of
education, the Bureau finds that as
a rule "the returned soldier has fallen into his old stride and is doing
work about the same as before entering the service."

One college rresident reported that
„n L-!S c„„ „„u:„» „*..,J „„«... U„J __*
aU
"
-soldier students hrd not
done very well and that they were
".ties, and found it hard to concentrate on their work. This same an. . .
...
swer was received from another mstitution where 16 ex-service men had
.
,
,
,
. ,
registered at the beginning of the
school year. Two of these had with..
m.- _»»* J;J ..„* J„ -.„
u
drawn. The rest did not do as well
as hoped, because of unrest due to
indecision as to the future they wanted to follow.
Albion College, however, reported
.,
,.
. 7.
,
tJiatt. tjje majority of ex-service men
had done excellent work, especially
those who had been in coll
entering the
other

service

institutions

turned
average

men

before

number of

reported

doing

The

A

work

re_

their
above

report from

the

Missouri

Wesleyan College was that these men
were doi
f„ above what th
did
previous to the war> the grades in.
dicating that the work of the servjce
men ig of fl yery high order
per

cent students

The njne

receiving all

«.A»

gradeg were all ex.service men. There
were very few failures among the re_
turned
that th

men

at

thig

reaHzed

coll

the

showj

benefit

education and the importance

of an

of hard,

dnigent work
The

majority

of

schools

did

not

accentuate either success or failure
of ex-service men in the first semester's work, but on the whole the men
were reported as having rapidly readjusted themselves to their work.—
Education.
X
NOTICE
Because of conflicting dates
Homeric Society entertainment
been postponed until June 8th.

the
has

We appreciate the fact that the
success of the Bee Gee Ncvs depends upon the learty cooperation
of the student body and the eTicient
and helpful assistance of the faculty
and we desire to thank all those who
in any way contribute! to these first
numbers of the college paper.
For the cuts whic'i were donated
by the various organizations we are
especially grateful for this contribution not only shows what interest is
felt in the publication, but helps to
make the paper attractive to students,
alumni, and friends of the Bowling
Green State Normal College.
The business men of Bowling
Green deserve much credit for the
support which they are giving the
college in its various activities and
especially in this new enterprise.
With the cooperation of all these
people we hope to make the Bee Gee
News a paper that you will enjoy
and we sincerely thank all who have
helped in any way with our first publications.
X
BEE GEE NEWS PER 1920-21
The first issue of the Bee Gee News
has been so well received, that the
publication is to be published monthly, September to June and two issues during the summer terms. An
effort will be made to make the paper
representative of all departments of
college work and phases of student
activities also reserving ample space
to record the activities of former
students and alumni of the institution.
A calendar of coming events, such
as athletic schedules, society meetings and social functions, lecture
course numbers, etc., will be given
as completely as possible in each issue.
The success of the Bee Gee News

i
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depends upon the support of the student body, former students and alumni,
so let us all subscribe for the Bee
Gee News. Send in items and articles
for publication in order to make the
paper a source of pleasure and profit.
N
ORGANIZATIONS OF GRADUATES
AND FORMER STUDENTS
The years which a student spends
in college soon pass. During this
period associations are formed, common interests are developed, and loyalty to one's Alma Mater is engendered. To prepetuate these influences
of college life is a problem well worth
the combined effort of the college
and its alumni and former students.
Clubs, class reunions, general and
local alumni associations, dinners and
banquets, and college newspapers are
some of the agencies that are being
used for this purpose. These societies and occasional meetings promote
good fellowship and revive memories
of the happy associations of student
days. They may, and often do, perform a valuable publicity service to
the college.
The Normal College is beginning
to profit from the fact that its graduates and former students are well
distributed over its territory. It
would be very unusual to find a group
of young people anywhere in Northwestern Ohio today in which there
would not be several who had at
sometime attended the Normal College. The effect of this distribution
is already quite apparent in the enrollment of new students. But outside of a few places, the valuable
assistance which has come from this
source has been largely individual.
We do not mean to undervalue the
importance of individual effort. In
matter of interesting prospective
students, it is more effective than the
loosely federated group because it is
direct and personal.
But it must not be forgotten that
organizations are potent agencies
for stimulating individual interest
and effort. They, too, could well employ their forces for increasing attendance, and this is especially true
in the case of a school for the training of professional workers. As
these societies become large enough,
they could easily assist in the support of poor but promising students.
Certainly, this would be a most commendable undertaking.
The graduates living or employed
in Toledo have given us an excellent
object-lesson in the way of an alumnal
society. This society has afforded
its members delightful social advantages, and it has rendered the College splendid service in planning

■A

and carrying out the luncheons and
dinners, which we have all so thoroughly enjoyed, in connection with
the Fall meetings of the Northwestern Ohio Teachers Association.
The Toledo organization has had
the advantage of a sufficiently large
number of graduates to draw upon,
but conditions are now favorable
in many other places for successful
societies, and we hope by next Fall
to see flourishing organizations in
every city and county in our territory. Picnics and dinners could be
planned in connectioin with teachers'
institutes, or wherever a group of
tJ'chers ere brought together. The
announcement of social functions
and the demonstrations attending
them would furnish opportunities for
attracting favorable notice to tie College.
We can think of no better time
for launching these organizitinns
than the next summer term. The
faculty will heartily cooperate in
such a movement. So, let us set as
our goal for this summer at least one
enthusiastic society of Normal College students in every county of
Northwestern Ohio. Talk it up, and
perfect an organization among the
students of each county before County Rally Day next term.
N
HARK FROM THE TOMBS!
Lura W. Callin B. L. 0. W. U. '82
B. S. E. B. G. N. C. '18
A strange salutation for an alumus
at first thought, too suggestive of the
doleful sound that finishes the line—
but when we remember that the first
step after graduation means a
plunge into the activities of life in
which we are soon buried alive as it
were—it seems very appropriate.
It is a privilege to be buried.
Some people shrink from assuming
the responsibilities of numerous obligations, and the participating in
different lines of work. There is an
instinctive desire in all if us to be
specialists—a few—a very few succeed
in developing phenominally along some particular line but such
are God-chosen for a particular
misson to humanity. While the rest
of us must be satisfied—and may
be satisfied, if wise—by becoming
rich in experience along many lines
which increase our influence socially
Any experience which gives us a new
angle on the life of any individual is
worth the effort to acquire and increases our usefulness.
Do not fear being "swamped" with
work or engagements or functions of
any kind if their influence is broadening, in any degree. Be thankful
you are buried *HT«. Out of this

burial alive in the interests of the
social world about us comes immortality.
A bit of advice given a young
student contains the germ of living
truth about our education and is proven true after school days are over.
The remark was "I do not care so
much about your grades although I
expect you to do well—I want you
to learn to live with people."
This is a questioin of personality
—first developed in the home, then
at school then in the world at large
—and the result? affect our attitude
toward our family, our social world,
and the political institutions of our
country.
The doleful sound comes from those
who have been buried but have not
succeeded in developing in themselves
the desire to give as well as take in
the social world.

t

\

N
WHO'S WHO AT B. G.
(Continued from page 10)
You're not a lady as it were.
You made your fame as a debater,
You're not at all a second rater.
In classes too you pull the "A's",
Go to it, boy, perhaps it pays,
'Twill lead no doubt to happy days.
But "Rosy" dear, we pity you,
You knocked the girls off two by two;
And now its leap year—Oh- - Boo,
Hoo,
I'm afraid old boy they'll finish you.
Royal Chamberlain
The ladies call you Royal,
The fellows call you "Dock,"
You've always been a booster,
We've never heard you knock.
You surely can play basket ball,
And at foot ball you're no dove,
l
But the game that you're a shark at,
Is the game that men call love.
Never blame the sexton,
When the church bell rings of nights,
Never blame this poet,
For th« rhymes he sometimes writes;
For he writes them in a hurry
While the inspiration stays,
And he never gets inspired
More than once in many days.
And it behooves this poet
To make things rhyme "by jing,"
So he sometimes changes meanings
To do this little thing.
N
He. "I'd go to the end of the world
for you.
She: "Go, as far as you like, but
don't bother to buy a return ticket.
-NOverheard at the Dorm:
"Hasn't he the most soulfull eyes?"
"Oh, two forks, pie for dinner;"
"I do love that dress."
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THE COUNTRY LIFE CLUB
If you turn to the registration
cards you will find that a large part of
the student body of this College are
residents of rural districts, a fact of
which we are quite proud. Therefore
their social ideals are purely ruralistic. These students form the nucleus
of the Country Life Club.
This Club was organized, and is
still promoted, to impart to those
students who expect to teach in rural
districts an idea of rural life, its
problems and ideals, and the social
activities that are enjoyed. Any person interested in such study is eligible to membership. The programs
consist of talks and discussions on live
subjects that are of interest to the
students of rural conditions. Music,
reading, debating, and dramatization
also have their part in the programs.
It has been the practice to have a
social hour in the gymnasium after
the program. Such games and social
activities as are found in the better
rural communities are participated in
by the members under the direct'on
of the social committee. Weinerroasts and taffy-pulls prove to be
quite enjoyable to the members of
the Club.
The Country Life Club is one hundred per cent loyal. It is always
ready to boost and assume the responsibility of anything that is for the

benefit of the College and the student
body. It was the representatives of
this organization who met the spring
term students and welcomed them
into our beloved institution. It was
this Club that assumed the responsibility of backing this paper to further the interests of the College.
The staging of "Back to the Farm"
by members of the Club was one of
the creditable entertainments of the
year.
The Country Life Club has come
to be known as "the live bunch," because of its many activities.

x
SOCIAL CALENDAR
(Continued from page 13)
sented with baloon whistles, and various kinds of crepe paper hats. A
splendid orchestra furnished the
music for the dancing.
The men of our college deserve
much credit for the manner in which
they "put the affair across" and the
time and money spent was greatly
appreciated by the girls, in whose
honor it was given.
May 14. The Faculty Reception.
For the purpose of introducing the
new students the Faculty again entertained in a very pleasing manner.
The attendance at the affair was the
largest of the year.
May 18. Women's League Tea.
Pink and white crepe paper and
peach blossoms transformed the sew-

ing room of the Co'lege into a dainty
tea room, where the dalightful beverage and cakes were served to tie
members of the league.
June 1. The Weiner Roast.
The social affairs of the year were
brought to a close with a jolly weiner
roast on the school campus. A gay
time was enjoyed and as the students
returned to their respective rooms it
was the unspoken opinion of all that
the school year of 1919-20 was the
most enjoyable kind of a year, one
never to be forgotten in the lives of
all the men and women permitted to
participate in it.

•

I

X

HOMERIC SOCIETY
The Homericans are the dramatists
of B. G. N. C. This club was organized last Fall for the purpose of
giving an opportunity to those students most gifted in dramatics to take
part in a society which specializes in
play giving. The purpose is to interpret pays and to fit students to
supervise production of plays when
they go out to teach. Two plays are
to be given before commencement.
The officers of the Society are: Pres.,
Ralph Schaller; Vice-Pres., Kenton
Moore; Second Vice-Pres., Howard
Hamm; Sec'y.-Treas., Ada Atkinson;
Manager, Orville Raberding; Faculty
Adviser, Prof. Carmichael.
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THE GOD OF ANOTHER CHANCE
It was a cold, windy December day.
A heavy snow was falling, changing
the long rows of cars in the Erie
freight yards in Marion into grotesque and beautiful figures. A very
cold and hungry lad was sneaking
among the cars trying to find an open
one, where he could find shelter from
the storm. Glancing around ,he noticed on one of the cars this advertisement, "Uneeda-Biscuit."
"God only knows that I need something," he murmured. As he approached the car, he hesitated, saying
half aloud, "I know it is a peniteniary offense to break the seals on this
car, but I can't stand these pangs of
hunger any longer. Oh! if someone
would only give me a fighting chance!
He reacled for the small twisted
wire that sealed the lock on the car.
"Oh I can't, he cried, as he drew
back his hand. Looking upward, he
added, "But I must." "Oh Mother!
Can't you see? I'm so hungry "
It was an easy matter for him to
break the small wire. He pried the
door open and quickly entered the
car. As he was opening one of the
small wooden boxes that contained
the biscuits, the noise attracted the
attenion of a yard detective who was
passing the car.
"You thief! I've caught you this
time," exclaimed the detective as he
dragged the lad from the car.
"I was starving and I only—did it
to—save my life," sobbed the boy.
"That's the same old gag. Come
along and shed your tears in the court
room."
The detective hurried the lad to the
Juvenile Court which was about
three blocks from the Erie Yards.
They entered the building and
were soon standing before the Judge,
a kind, friendly man, who was always
willing to give the boys a chance.
"He broke the seal on one of the
cars in the yards and was in the act of
stealing, when I discovered him. He
deserves a good long sentence for
that," said the detective, as he bowed
and left the room.

11 1111 1111.« 11111111 11. 11 1111M
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lion toilers in mines, mills, and factories, who are working for him. It is
the business of agriculture to feed
and to feed well these toiling millions
who are contributing so materially to
our happiness and welfare.
The farmer is ready to assume this
high task, but this demands an increase production per acre by more
intelligent methods—scientific agriculture.
The best way to help the farmer
to measure up to his high responsibility is the establishment of a centralized system of schools whose high
school will place due emphasis on
agriculture. The possibilities of agriculture in our rural high schools are
beyond measure.
This leads me to merely state,,
with no time to elaborate, one of
the most profounded and far-reaching
educational problems of the day. How
can we make more efficient the rural
schools in which millions of our boys
and girls will receive all their education.
The possibilities of the Country
Life Club are great. Your task lies
before you. Seize it with a vision of
its vast opportunity and with a courageous heart.
Go into all Northwestern Ohio and
teach the gospel of a better rural
life to every man, woman and child.
John W. Zeller.
-N-

EETTER RURAL LIFE
The County Life Club has made a
hit and scored a run. The Cub has
taken the initiative in what will likely prove the greatest single agency
for the promotion of the interest of
the College yet inaugurated by the
student body. Long life and glory
be to the County Life Club and its
recent achievement.
It is eminently fitting and proper
that this Club should do something
worth while, for no interest will in
time receive greater benefit from tie
College than our rural communities.
The trained teachers will do much
to develop and improve our rural THE GOD OF ANOTHER CHANCE
The Judge turned to the boy who
life and restore it to its ancient preswas
standing with droping head to
tige.
We are now coming to realize and hide his shame covered face.
"What is your name?"
appreciate more keenly than ever be"George Devan," the lad answered
fore the high place the country and
country life are occupying in our frankly.
"Where is your home?"
economic life. The war has taught
us that agriculture is the fundamen"I haven't any."
"Are your parents living?"
tal industry ef all industries, and
"My father is living."
that as it languishes all will languish.
"Where does he live?"
The farmer* are coming to real"At Columbus, Ohio."
ize that no class of men can live un"Come over here, George, "the
to themselves alone. He is seeing a
new light, has had a larger vision of Judge said in a kind voice.
The lad quickly obeyed.
duty. He must assume the reponsi"Tell me your story, George" said
bility Of producing sufficient food
(Continued on page 19)
not only for his own but for the mil-
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FOOTBALL TEAM
Top row, left to right:- Noyes, Chamberlain,
L. Stough, Johnson, Fry, Troyer.
Middle row:- C. Treece, Lake, March, Clucas,
Lawrence, Vail.
Bottom row:- Raberding, C. Stough, D. Treece,
(Capt.) Moore, Schaller.
Toledo U
6
B. G. N. C
0
Defiance
12
B. G. N. C
0
Ypsilanti
10
B. G. N. C
0

BASKET BALL TEAM
Standing, left to right:- C. Stough D. Treece, L. Stough
Sitting:- C. Treece (Capt.), Chamberlain.
January 9th— Ypsilanti (there)
38.
B. G. N. C
18.
January 14th— St. Johns, Toledo (there)
38.
B. G. N. C
15.
January ICth— Defiance
■
3],
B. G. N. C
30'
January 23rd— Findlay (Ihere)
15.
B. G. N. C
25.
January 27th— St. Johns, Toledo
43.
B. G. N. C. (here)
19.
January 29th— Kent (there)
8
B. G. N. C
38!
February 13th— Defiance (there)
24
B. G. N. C
20.
February 17th—Bluffton
20.
B. G. N. C. (here)
25.
February 19th—Kent
17.
B. G. N. C. (here)
41!
February 24th—Findlay
25.
B. G. N. C. (here)
.19]
March 4th—
Bluffton (there)
47.
B. G. N. C
12!
March 9th—
Toledo U
36.
B. G. N. C. (here)
..n.

''

. I

!

BASEBALL TEAM
Top row, left to right:- Faurot, Baker, March,
Coach Beyerman
Middle row:- Fox, Baxter, C. Treece.
Bottom row:- Fry, Troyer, Swihart, Clucas
(Captain.)
Bluffton (there)
13.
B. G. N. C
0.
Findlay (there)
10.
B. G. N. C
13.
Findlay (here)
g.
B. G. N. C...,
10.
Bluffton (here)
15,
B. G. N. C
11.
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ATHLETICS— PAST, PRESENT,
AND FUTURE
In the year 1914-15 there were no
athletics at B. G. N. C. At that time,
College was held in the Armory
building on East Wooster street. It
is perhaps needless to say that there
were few students, and of course,
few men students. But in the year
following we had a fairly successful
basket ball team, our team winning
more than half its games. The College was also well represented in the
years 1917-18; 1918-19.
Baseball was introduced in the
season of 1918 and has since been
one of the College's major sports.
We have never had a wonderful baseball team, owing to the fact that a
good baseball team must consist of
nine good athletes, and it is a hard
proposition to form a good baseball
nine out of a male student body of
about thirty-five. But we have a
fighting team this year as anyone can
testify who saw the ninth inning rally
in the game with Bluffton at home.
This game was featured by heavy
hitting on both sides, Baker of B. G.
hitting a double and two tripes, and
Clucas making the first home run on
the home grounds. Bluffton was
badly worried in the ninth and had
good reason to be, but their lead was
too great for us to win the contest.
Football made its debut at the
College last Fall and bids fair to become one of the major sports at
B. G. N. C. Most of the men were
inexperienced in the art of playing
football but notwithstanding that,
we made a good record, considering
the fact that Defiance, Toledo U.,
and Ypsilanti have been represented
by a football eleven for several seasons. The three games played were
for the great majority of our men,
the first game they had ever played
Each man seemed to have that old
time "DRIVE" that is needed in
every game of football. Coach Stitt of
Case, who coached our team last Fall
is to be congratulated for his efforts,
and it is hoped that he will be with
us next year. Several stars from
last years B. G. H. S. eleven will
be with us, and with most of our men
back next year, we should be contenders for the Northwestern Ohio
Collegiate
League
championship.
"There is no game like football,"
capable of exciting enthusiasm over
athletics in general and good College
spirit. A good football and a successful season will bring more men and
be a better advertisement to the College than anything that can be conceived. Captain Clucas will be with us
next year, and will be the nucleus of
the eleven.

We had a fairly successful basketball season this year. But in this
branch of athletics we are forced to
play teams representing larger institutions because, as the scores reveal, our sister college, Kent, is far
far below us in athletic ability.
Basketball is a strenuous game and
many times the players do not receive the commendation they deserve.
This applies to our noble second team.
They were on the job every evening
for practice, and deserve as much
praise as the Varsity receives. If a
college does not have a good second
team, it has a poor Varsity, for the
first team is never any better than
the second team makes it. It is the
string men who receive all the knocks
in whipping the Varsity into shape,
but usually do not receive the credit
that they deserve. We should have
a wonderful basket ball team next
year, for nearly all of the local high
school's term will be with us. And,
by the way, B. G. H. S. won the Trolley League Championship in basket
ball last year.
We haven't been very successful in
tennis this year, but the men are
working hard and trying to do their
best. The courts have been in bad
shape this year, owing to our inability to get help in smoothing them up.
Never has B. G. N. C. seen so much
interest shown in tennis as it has this
year. One has to get on the courts
very early in the morning or immediately after dinner at night, if he expects to get a chance to play at all.
B. G. N. C. is a growing institution
and is bound to hold its own in the
future as it is doing at present.
Track will be added to the list of
sports as soon as we get our athletic
field in shape. At present, there is
not enough demand for field events
to secure the necessary field and
track equipment, for the men.
Studens! when you go to your
homes, boost B. G. N. C. Tell the
recent high school graduates of the
advantages that the institution affords them. Tell them that they are
able to receive a better course in
education here than in any other
college, and in addition can secure
two full years of straight "Fine Arts"
work, if they so desire. Let us make
the year 1920-21 a banner year, not
only from an athletic but from a
scholastic standpoint as well.
N
The God of Another Chance
(Continued from page 17)

the Judge as he raised the lad's head
and looked into the frank blue eyes.
"My mother was an invalid for
many years. She was always patient,
kind and cheerful. She was like an
angel in our home. I worshiped her.

But one day God took her from us.
In less than a year after my sainted
mother died, my father brought a
step-mother into our home. I could
not bear to see this wordly creature
in my beloved mother's place. I resented her coming. I had a quarrel
with my father. He drove me from
his home without a cent of money.
"I have been trying ever since to
find work in Columbus, but I have
been unsuccessful.
"I tried to beg food. I was refused.
I was cold and hungry. I boarded
a freight and was carried into Marion. I wandered to the Erie freight
yards. I was trying to find an open
car into which I could crawl, thinking that, perrars, if I was-sheltered
from the storm, I would fall asleep
and forget about my hunger. I saw
the car marked, "Uneeda-Biscuit," I
was so hungry, that the suggestion
was too much for me I know it was
wrong. I did it because I was insane
from hunger. I am honest. If I can
secure work, I will pay for the damage done."
As the lad finished, the Judge
glanced at an open book on his desk
and silently read.
"A man named Peter stumbled bad,
Lost all the love, he ever had,
Fouled his own soul's divinest spring,
Cursed, swore and all that sort of
thing,
He got another chance, and then
Reached the far goal of God-like-men.
"Your boy goes wrong the same as
he
Who fed swine in the far country,
He seems beyond the utmost reach
Of hearts that pray, of lips that
preach.
Give hjm another chance and see,
How beautiful his life may be."

1
I
I

Is

The Judge.looked up with tears in
his eyes, and with a trembling voice
said, "I believe you, George. I will
give you another chance. What can
you do?"
"I have never done much work, but
I am willing to learn, the lad replied.
The Judge secured for him a position as an office boy, in the Marion
Steam Shovel Plant. That has been
ten years ago. If you visit a certain plant today you will find Gorge
Devan, foreman, and this motto is
above his bench, "The God of Another Chance."
Katherine Moore.
-N"Roses I send to match your lips"
This wrote a lovelorn fellow,
Alas; The florist sealed his fate—
The ones he sent were yellow.
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CLASSY CLOTHES
HATS

MAKES

TIES

WHO'S YOUR TAILOR?

PHOTOS

A.
I
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AMATEUR FINISHING
FOR

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR SERVICE
AFTER JUNE FIRST

SHOES
GET YOUR FILMS

THE COLLEGE MEN'S CHOICE IS

HERE

KETCH U M
SOUTH MAIN

124 EAST WOOSTER ST.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

NORMAL
CALL AT OUR JOB ROOMS
-FOR YOUR-

SUPPLIES

S TAT I O N E R Y
REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL JOB PRINTING

NOTE BOOKS

i.*

FOUNTAIN PENS

PENCILS

INKS

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS

CARBON PAPERS

NOTE PAPER

FINE STATIONERY
PERFUMES. ETC.

Cfje Republican

THE BOLLES
DRUG STORE
108 SOUTH MAIN STRFET
~S
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TRY

THE

Our Sanitary Soda
Fountain Service

ROYCE 8c COON
GRAIN CO.

True Fruit Sodas and Sundaes

DEALERS IN

..APOLLO CHOCOLATES.

GRAIN, SEEDS

Lincoln & Dirlam

FLOUR AND FEED

The Drug Store on the Square
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LET'S GO!

: i

Where?

ftfje &tate Panfe
OF BOWLING GREEN

CAPITAL $50,000.00

I

ORGANIZED AND OPENED FOR
BUSINESS, JUNE 28TH. 1917

4%

Everybody's Theatre

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS

They Have the Latest and Best
in Photo Plays

ALL DEPOSITS INSURED

-K.

i

Bowling Green's Choicest Theatre
l>
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1E\)t OToob Countp Pairing* iBanfe Company
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
ORGANIZATION
E. M. FRIES, President.
S. R. CASE, Vice-President.
J. H. LINCOLN, CASHIER,
A. M. PATTERSON—Assistant Cashiers—A. H. LODGE.
J. L. CRANE, Teller.

j

DIRECTORS
E. M. FRIES
FRANK KABIG
J. C. LINCOLN
J. N. EASLEY
A. C. Mc DONALD

C. W. SOLETHER
S. W. BOWMAN
S. R. CASE
C.B.EBERLY
J. II. LINCOLN
N. R. HARRINGTON

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
EARNED SURPLUS AND PROFITS $100,000.00
SfiajjajgjSJiiMSjE!^

LYRIC
THEATRE

GOOD WILL

MEMBER OF

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS'CIRCUIT
SHOWING THE LATEST PRODUCTIONS OF

This store enjoys the good will of its patrons beCHARLES RAY
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
NORMA TALMADGE
ANITA STEWART
D. W. GRIFFITH
KATHERINE Mac DONALD
KING VIDOR
LIONEL BARRYMORE
MARSHALL NEILAN

cause of the confidence, they have learned, can be
placed in the store and its merchandise.

Good will of

this sort makes possible ideal conditions between merchant and patron with the result that every transaction is a source of wholesome satisfaction and profit
for both.

AND A HOST OF OTHER
LEADING STARS
AND PRODUCERS
M
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MICHAEL GREINER
MERCHANT TAILOR

GUARANTEE
SHOE REPAIR SHOP

C W. ENGLAND
It'* Our Business to Repair Your Shoes

CLOTHES THAT FIT

We Double Their Life

FINEST REPAIRING IN THE STATE

Men's and Ladies'
GARMENTS
Made to Order
West Wooster St.

Your Patronage Solicited

THE RIGHT PLACE TO GO IS

168 South Main Street

Bowling Green

SJaeMSJSJaMSJSMSJa/SMaMSMSMSMSMSMSJSMSMaJSJSM
New College Post Cards,
Athletic Goods,
Magazines,
Newspapers,
Musical Instruments,
Sheet Music
INTERURBAN STATION STORE

STRAWSER & CO.
Jewelers and Optometrists
Professional attention given
to the eyes.
115 N. Main St.

BOURQUIN'S
FOR
SHOES

WHITE'S STUDIO
133 W. Wooster St.

GMiiMaiBJSJEJi^^

AMATEUR FINISHING
Done Every Day

LAKE'S BARBER SHOP
for
A Real Hair Cut

*•
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"Say It With Flowers"
BOWLING GREEN FLORAL CO.

EBERLY & SON

174 S. Main St.
The Leading Florists

DEPENDABLE SHOES
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Chinaware, Cut Glass, Hand-painted
Vases, Fancy Hand-painted
Tea Pots
All Kinds of Novelties
W. W. RUST
South Main
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IRELAND'S RESTAURANT
The Place to Eat
■-;-'
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GREEK-AMERICAN

Confectioner?
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

Chocolates and Bon-bons
French Nougat and Caramels j
&
Our Specialty
I
Lowney's Chocolates in Boxes 1

i
1&

|
Ice Cream and Sundaes of All Kinds
The Biggest Sanitary Fountain in the City
Capacity of Room 115 Patrons

Drugs*.Toilet Goods* Stationery
Ivory* Leather
Thfe
!

««-»

w

Jon(eclM Toilet Requisites

Delicious Sodas and Sundaes

$otoell Protfjerg

•E

PROPRIETORS

I

N. CALOMIRIS

Let l.T» Develop Your Films
ifSJSIEJiiMi!^
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For Everything New in

FURNISHINGS

p.

a

E]
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I

and HATS

125 Court Street

Bowling Green, O.
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CLOTHING STORE

1
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»

17. S. Phone* 120-R

GO TO

The Home of
Dart* Schaf fne.r & Marx:

STAPLE AND FANCY

I

i

I

Ralph R. Hodgson
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The Commercial Bank
and Savings Company
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Bow'ing Green,
CAPITAL $100,000.00
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Ohio

SURPLUS $400,000.00
5

I

OFFICERS
F. P. RIEGLE, President
J. D. MERCER, Vice Pres.
W S. RAYDl'RE, Vice Pres.
FRED KIMMONS, Cashier
L D. MERCER, Ass't Cashier
R. W. DAVENPORT, Teller

i
i

-

DIRECTORS
F. P. REIGLE
J. D. MERCER
W. S. RAYDURE
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T. F.-CONLEY
C. W. POWELL
FRED KIMMONS
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E. P. BOURQUIN
W. H. FREDERICK
L. D. MERCER
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